Deer hunting moon guide calendar

The Deer Hunter's MoonGuide tells you the best days, times and locations to encounter a mature buck on his feet during daylight hours.Are you tired of hunting nocturnal trail camera bucks? Do you ever wonder why bucks only show up during daylight on certain days each year? The Deer Hunters' MoonGuide is here to help.The MoonGuide is unlike
any other lunar tool you've ever seen. It's not related to the moon's phase. The MoonGuide utilizes elements such as the moon's gravitational pull and the position of the Moon in the sky. Simply consult the MoonGuide calendar to find the peak hunting times and best hunting locations for improving your chance of encountering a big buck on his feet
during daylight.Save time and money by knowing the best days and weeks each year for effective pre-season scouting, scheduling time off work, or planning out of state hunts by focusing on the MoonGuide's "Red Moon" periods, hunt smarter not harder!Unlock Pro Access to get yearly and monthly predictions during the season. Also you will have
access to the Rut Guide and a collection of articles, videos and tips and tactics from Adam Hays and Team200 to help you score on the biggest bucks in your area consistently.Keep track of in the field observations in the Pro Journal and get exclusive discounts to the best products available! Hunters are always trying to find the best way to get an
advantage over whitetail. So, if there was a natural factor that could tell us when whitetails were going to move more than normal, of course, we would want to watch it! Well, the moon is one of these factors that many hunters rely on, and the red moon can be even better. Let’s take a look at the red moon and how it affects whitetail.A totally red
moon is rare, and while the effect the moon has on whitetails is hotly debated, the red moon is known to increase the movement of mature whitetails. We typically have at least a partial red moon near the end of October, which aligns with hunting season and is called the hunter’s moon.There is more to say about the red moon though. Its effect on
deer is a debated topic, and if you ever go by a moon guide for hunting, you will notice it does have red moon days. So, let’s dive into what exactly it is and how it can help you harvest mature whitetail bucks.What Is the Hunter’s Red Moon?The red moon happens whenever the moon is in a total lunar eclipse. This happens when the Earth is perfectly
in between the sun and the moon, which blocks most of the light from reflecting off the moon. The little amount of light that does make it to the moon is from Earth’s sunrises and sunsets. This light makes the moon appear red, just like the sky during these times.Photo: University TodayHistorically, at the end of October, tribes and other peoples
would begin hunting to fulfill the meat requirements of their populations for the winter. They often relied on this red moon to tell them when the best time to start hunting was, so it became known as the hunter’s moon. This is also where the term blood moon came from. Not only was the moon a nice red or blood color, but there was also plenty of
blood spilled during the hunts that took place under it.Does the Red Moon Affect Deer Movement?There has been plenty of research done on the effect the moon has on whitetail movement. While plenty of them come to convincing conclusions, most of them do not agree with each other. Science as a whole fails to accept that the moon has any effect
on how whitetail deer move.With that being said, the red moon works much like a new moon when it comes to deer movement. I have also written an entire article about the new moon where I compared many studies that you can read here. In some studies, the new moon is shown to increase deer movement and is the best moon phase to hunt.In the
article that I linked above, I went through three different studies about how the moon affects whitetail from three different respected universities. The funny thing is that all three of these studies came up with a different solution. In the article, I briefly dive into the specifics of each study, but they were all essentially watching a group of collared deer
and watching how far they moved in relation to the moon phase. One article said that deer definitely move more during a new moon, and they had data to back that up. Another article said that the moon has zero effect whatsoever on how much deer move, and they had data to back that up. The last article said it had more to do with the position of the
moon relative to the Earth and not the phase, and of course, they had data to back that up.So science as a whole has struggled to come to a general consensus on how the moon affects whitetail, but many hunters have had personal experiences that will make them always believe the moon has a lot to do with deer movement.No matter which side of
the fence you are on about the moon’s effect on whitetails, one thing we know for sure is that deer are crepuscular animals and are always going to be moving during the start and end of the day. The moon more or less moves these times back or forth slightly. The bigger factor moving whitetails around is the weather, which I have another article
about. Personally, I would be excited to hunt a new moon or a red moon, but what I am really watching is the weather. If there is good weather or even high barometric pressure, that is going to make deer move regardless of the moon phase. How to Hunt Whitetail During a Red MoonDuring the red moon, deer are going to be moving more than
normal in the morning. They will also be moving a little later, so if you are after a buck that is typically nocturnal this is the time where he may go out during the day. If you are after a specific buck, hopefully, you have his pattern down and know where his core area is. If you do, great, hunt where you know he is going to be. If you don’t, I would focus
on popular food sources or a good scrape line during the red moon. If the rut is not in full swing yet, food sources are where you are going to find the majority of deer.The best place to put a stand during this time is close to a funnel or pinch point that leads to a popular food source. Ideally, this is an area that forces deer in the area to walk through it
because of other natural or man-made geographical blockages.These “blockages” could be anything, hills, an old fence, fallen trees, rivers, etc. Funnels are a broad topic and you can find them anywhere with a trained eye. They really shine when deer are moving a lot. If there are two points of interest on each side of the funnel, then deer of all
maturity levels are going to be forced to go through it and you can be waiting nearby in a tree.Should You Watch Moon Guides?To be honest, moon guides are hit and miss. Many hunters will swear by them, and others say they aren’t worth the paper they are printed on. Sure, big bucks have been killed on days that the moon guide says are good… but
big bucks have also been killed on days the moon guide says there are less than favorable conditions. With that being said, here is a video of Adam Hayes from the Deer Society who strictly follows the moon guide and has killed 10 Boone & Crockett buck and his 4th buck over 200 inches. Personally, I do not hunt based on moon guides. I, like most
other hunters, hunt the days that I have available. I am a full-time student, and most hunters have full-time jobs, so if you want to hunt then you have to do it during the weekend, even if the moon guide says you need to be in the stand at 2 pm on a Tuesday.ConclusionAll and all, the red moon could possibly get more deer on their feet and I would be
excited to hunt one. During the end of October, there is normally a partially red moon, and it can be a great time to get in the woods after mature bucks that will be moving. With that being said, I will be watching the weather more than the moon. Late October cold fronts are the best chance you have at killing a mature buck, especially if he is
normally nocturnal.Thank you for reading my article! I hope you enjoyed it, and if you have any questions or feedback, please send me an email at [email protected] If you want to learn more about me or Omega Outdoors, visit my About Page. Otherwise, I hope you have a great day, and check out some of my other articles while you are here! ***The
Official Hunting App of Team200, Whitetail Edge and Live 2 Hunt***With over 20 years of proven success, join the growing number of hunters who have harvested the biggest buck of their lives on the "Red Moon" using the MoonGuide. As featured in Petersen's Bowhunting magazine (2019 & 2020 Whitetail Planner) the MoonGuide calendar will tell
you the best days, times and locations to hunt deer months in advance. Adam Hays is a world class bowhunter that has harvested over 40 Pope & Young class bucks, 10 of those going over 170" and 4 surpassing the coveted 200-inch mark. Adam has spent decades perfecting his approach to patterning and killing World Class whitetails and now you
can plan your hunt using the same tool Adam uses with the MoonGuide. Simply consult the MoonGuide calendar to find the best days, times and locations to encounter a mature muck on his feet during daylight hours. The MoonGuide is a great for pre-season scouting, scheduling time off work or planning out of state hunts. » Requires an in-app
purchase for a Pro Access Subscription » Pro Access Subscription • MoonGuide Calendar: Access to the best days, times and locations to hunt. • Landowner Data: nationwide database of landowner information • Mapping Tools: Measure area and distance. Map your hunting locations using custom markers, shapes and lines. • Hunters Journal: Keep
track of field observations. Automatically stores key weather conditions and moon phase with each entry. • Weather: Current conditions, a three-day hourly forecast and radar. • Premium Content: Get Adam Hays predictions for the season along with his tips and tricks for harvesting the biggest buck of your life. • The Rub: Share your hunt with other
MoonGuide users by posting a photo and story. • Discounts: Save big bucks with exclusive MoonGuide discounts.SubscriptionSubscription will automatically renew unless canceled within 24-hours before end of the current period. You can cancel anytime. No refunds will be issued due to cancellation of the current subscription during an active
subscription period.Terms of Service: Policy: Jul 13, 2022 Version 1.4.1 View distance and area measurements. Map-based distances in feet, meters and yards and area measurements in acres.Map your hunting locations using custom markers, shapes and lines including stands, blinds, bedding areas, property lines, roads, trails and various other
items of interest. Last year was my first year using this app. I was a little skeptical when I had to pay but it came highly recommended from a friend so I gave it a shot. So glad I pulled the trigger and trust me I pulled the trigger, multiple times last year! I planned all of my trips to hunt camp based on this app and just about every hunt I saw deer.
Shot several nice ones and let many walk, including a few nice 8 pointers. Can’t wait to use it again this year and hopefully get a shot and some of those 8 pointers I let walk. Highly, highly recommend this app! Will never hunt without it! A phenomenal tool for me for planning hunts when a big buck will most likely will be moving during daylight
hours. Highly recommend! As an outfitter and guide in KS - I strategically plan client hunts during the red moon. Another tool to help you bag that giant buck! The developer, Deer Hunters Moon Guide LLC, indicated that the app’s privacy practices may include handling of data as described below. For more information, see the developer’s privacy
policy. The following data may be used to track you across apps and websites owned by other companies: The following data may be collected and linked to your identity: Location Contact Info User Content Identifiers Other Data Privacy practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. Learn More Developer Website App
Support Privacy Policy
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